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Topicality of the research:
The means of expressing the category of space in the contacting languages
(English and Russian) haven’t been studied in the comparative paradigm yet. As
for interpreting the spatial relations and the category of space in the process of
translation from English into Russian and from Russian into English these have
been considered from time to time in the articles of some scholars. Meanwhile, the
translation of special units describing the spatial relations (proximity) in English
causes specific difficulties due to the differences in their structure, semantics,
expressivity as compared with Russian.
Thus, there are grounds to consider the problem of adequate interpretation of
spatial relations from Russian into English important for the Theory and Practice
of Interpretation (Translation) which requires further research.
The goal of the qualification paper:
toanalyse the verbal means of expressing spatial relation in Russian as compared to
English and to describe the basic translation strategies.
Tasks:
 to consider space as philosophical category closely related to the time
category;
 to analyse the peculiarities of space perception in Russian and English
speaking cultures;
 to define the features of space in linguistics;
 to find out the ways verbalizing of spatial relation in both languages;

 to consider the linguistic problems of translating linguistic means of spatial
expressions from English into Russian from the point of view of the theory
interlanguage correspondent elements.
 to analyze lexical and grammar means of expressing spatial and time
relations while translating of an English text:
 to define general translation strategies while interpreting spatial relations
from English into Russian
Results of the research: the study conducted is devoted to the analysis of time
and spatial characteristics present in the language. In the first chapter of the paper,
space is treated as a philosophical category which is related to time category. In
this chapter the peculiarities of space perception of Russian and English speaking
cultures as well as verbal means of expressing these relations are analysed. The
second chapter is devoted to the problem of translating of linguistic means of
expression of space relations from English into Russian. Besides, the problem of
the interlanguage adequacy of lexical and grammar means expressing spatial and
time relations is considered. It helped the author find out the reasons of the
difficulties in interpreting spatial concepts from English onto Russian that can be
explained by the differences in lexical, grammar and stylistic norms of the source
and translation languages. The inferences are made in the conclusion both to
chapters and to the whole paper.
Implementation Perspectives: the results of the research can be implemented into
the Theory and Practice of training the interpreters as well as in intercultural
communication in order to improve its efficiency.

